Structural quantification of wood fibre surfaces--morphological effects of pulping and enzymatic treatment.
Wood fibres have been utilized by our society as an important component of paper products and are presently gaining more interest as reinforcement in composite materials. During the last decades biochemical treatments have also found applications in the processing of wood fibres. The chemical, mechanical and biochemical treatments affect the morphology of the fibre wall structure at the micro- and nano-level. In this study, we present a modern approach where field-emission SEM (FE-SEM) and relevant computerized image analysis are applied to quantify the fibre wall characteristics. Details such as surface roughness and texture of the fibre walls are quantified objectively. Global polar plots are generated, which are considered to represent the fingerprint of a given pulp. The approach offers a novel perspective in the characterisation of surface structures, moving forward from performing subjective evaluations to performing objective quantifications of wood pulp fibre surfaces.